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We know children and young people enjoy taking part in extra  learning activities and it makes a real
difference to them too. They grow in confidence, self-esteem and feel motivated to do more, which in
the longer term helps them do better at school. We also know that by taking part in these Children's
University (CU) activities, they're learning and developing a wide range of essential life skills which
will help them through school.  They are also cultivating these  skills for later life too – to support them
to do well at work, training or in further or higher education. 

CU has been working with an organisation called the Skills Builder Partnership over the last few years
to identify 8 skills that a whole range of people such as education settings, businesses, young people
and families, etc feel are essential for life. They are:

- Aiming High                    - Problem-solving
- Creativity                         - Speaking
- Leadership                      - Staying positive
- Listening                          - Teamwork

Whilst children and young people are already developing these skills by taking part in CU activities, we
think it’s important that they recognise how they're developing these individual skills and know how
vital they are. Do they realise they're developing teamwork, listening and leadership skills when they're
playing football? Do they know they're developing skills in speaking, problem solving and staying
positive in their School Council meetings? 

Each month, we will publish a collection of eight fun, learning challenges, covering all 8 essential life
skills. We know taking part in activities with other children and young people is more difficult at the
moment, so we wanted to provide a way in which your child can develop their essential life skills at
home too! They'll receive ONE CU credit for each of these challenges they complete which
will go towards their CU awards. 

They'll need to complete the challenge at home then take some evidence of their activity into school
(photos, video, their writing or art work for example), and the staff will send us a register so we can
award their CU credits. You might even receive some special Skills Builder certificates or stickers from
school for your child to track their skills development. 

We hope you and your child enjoy the challenges!

Best wishes 
The Sheffield CU Team

Welcome to the Essential Skills 
Home Learning Challenges!



 

Challenge: Cover Creator 

                                    Main        Additional 
Which skills will I  
be developing? 

World Book Day is on Thursday 4th March 2021, but this challenge can be done at any  
time. We want you to get creative in this challenge, taking your favourite book and  
re-imagining the cover. Being creative isn’t just about cutting, sticking, painting and  
drawing! Using the skill of creativity is all about using your imagination, your senses and  
your feelings. That might be through music, dance and drama, through to arts and  
crafts, as well as reading and writing. Being creative is a great skill to have through all your life. It helps you to 
solve problems, it helps you to relax and being creative helps you to see things from different sides. 
 

That’s what this challenge is all about – taking your favourite book and re-imagining the book’s cover. First, you’ll 
need to think about what makes a book’s cover and why they’re important. Next, you’ll decide which story to 
use and plan how you’ll create its new cover. Finally, get creative and make your new cover. Ready? Let’s get 
creative… 
 

Step 1: Choose your favourite book. It might be one you own at home, or it could be one you’ve borrowed from 
school or your local library (see www.sheffield.gov.uk/libraries for details of your local library) 
 

Step 2: Take a close look at the cover (front and back). Look out for the following features… 
- The title, the name of the author and the name of the illustrator who drew any artwork (if there is one) 
- The blurb (this is the short description on the back of the book which describes the story) 
- The art work (the picture on the front to try and tempt you to read the story by giving clues as to what might 

happen) 
 

Step 3: Think about your new version of the book cover. The title, author and illustrator names will be the same, 
although you could include your name as the ‘cover illustrator.’ But, you’ll  
need a new picture. Think about the main events of the story. Who are 
the main characters? You want your picture to excite the reader and  
tempt them to read the story. A good cover picture will make you wonder  
what happens but not give the whole story away, especially if there’s a  
twist at the end! Take your piece of paper and fold it in half (so you have a  
mini book shape). Design your cover on the front. 
 

Step 4: Now think about the blurb on the back. It should be a short  
description of what happens in the story. Just enough to tempt the reader  
to pick up your book and read the story, but maybe end on a question about what will happen next? Write your 
own blurb on the back of your book cover. You could ever wrap your new cover round the book if it will fit! 
 

 

 

 

You will need: 
- Your favourite book 
- Paper 
- Pencil 
- Crayons, felt tips, etc. 

 

http://www.sheffield.gov.uk/libraries


 

Challenge: Cheesy Challenge 

Main        Additional  
 
 

British Science Week happens between 5th and 14th March in 2021, so  
here’s a challenge that will get you thinking all about scientific changes  
while you carry out an experiment at home (don’t worry – this challenge  
can be done at any time, not just in British Science Week!).  
 
The invention of cheese probably happened by accident, but it’s a great  
example of how you might think creatively to solve a problem. Using  
scientific knowledge is really important in helping us to learn more about  
the world around us. To have investigating minds and being able to spot  
how changing one thing affects another is a great skill to have, which 
will help you solve problems in the future.  
 
You might already know about changes which are reversible (when you can change things back again, like melting 
ice into water) and non-reversible (when you can’t change things back again, like burning some wood). Here’s a 
science experiment which is non-reversible, but instead, will change one everyday item from our fridges into 
another! You’ll need an adult to you here. Ready? Let’s get going! (**PLEASE NOTE: the cheese can be eaten as 
long as everything you have used is VERY clean and only when it’s been freshly made**) 
 
Step 1: Pour one cup of milk into a bowl or small pan. Ask an adult to help you heat it (in the microwave or on the 
cooker hob) until the milk just starts to boil (keep stirring it if on a cooker hob so it doesn’t burn). 
 
Step 2: Remove it from the heat and add a few drops of lemon juice until  
the milk starts to go very lumpy (this is called ‘curdling’). Let it cool.  
 
Step 3: Put a sieve on top of a bowl and put a very clean cloth inside the  
sieve. Pour the milk through the cloth in the sieve and let all the liquid  
drain through (this is called the ‘whey’) until only the lumpy bits are left  
(called the ‘curds’). Recognise those words from the nursery rhyme,  
‘Little Miss Muffet’? 
 
Step 4: Lift up the cloth and gently squeeze any remaining liquid out.  
Now you’ve made some cheese! Add a little salt and any other flavours  
you might want to try!  
 
 
 

 

You will need: 
- a cup (about 250ml) of semi-skimmed  
or skimmed milk 
- lemon juice 
- a spoon, a bowl to heat things in the 
microwave or a pan to heat things on a 
cooker hob 
- a sieve, a bowl and a piece of very 
clean, thin cloth 
- salt (+ any other flavourings) 
 

 

Which skills will I     
be developing?  
 

      



 

Challenge: Leading Ladies 

                                    Main        Additional 
Which skills will I                      
be developing? 
    

On 8th March, people around the world will be talking about International Women’s  
Day, a day when people learn about, are inspired by, and celebrate the achievements  
of women in particular. This might be for a whole range of reasons – maybe they  
were outstanding in sport? Perhaps they made a new discovery in science? Or they  
may have campaigned about an issues which is important to them.  
 
For this challenge, we want you to think about leadership skills, and how women or even girls who have inspired 
you, then share that information with others. What makes them a great leader? What did they have to 
overcome to achieve what they did? We’ve given you some information on the next few pages about a few 
inspirational women, but these are just examples. Why not do some research to find others? Or you could even 
choose a woman in your family, or perhaps another woman that you know? Maybe a teacher, or a leader at an 
activity provider? It doesn’t really matter WHO the woman in – the most important thing is about HOW they 
have inspired you, by being a great leader.  
 
Step 1: Research some inspirational women (use the examples on the next few pages or do your own research. 
Remember, your chosen woman could be someone you know instead!)  
 

Step 2: Once you’ve decided which woman to choose, write down or draw some facts about them. What did 
they achieve? What difficulties did they face? How are they successful? How have they inspired others as well as 
you? 
 

Step 3: Think about how you might present this information to other people. Could you design a poster including 
a photo of the woman? Could you create a drawing of them to tell their story? Perhaps you could create a 
cartoon of their life and achievements? Or you  
could even record yourself as if you were  
interviewing them (can you ask an adult to help  
you by being the other person) on TV or radio? 
 
Step 4: Create your idea, then share this with  
someone else, so they can also learn about your 
inspirational female leader. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

You will need: 
- Paper and pencil 
- Colouring pencils 
- Camera (optional) 
 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

Challenge: Ice Cream Science 

                                    Main        Additional  

        

Here’s a challenge linked to British Science Week (5th-14th March 2021) but we  
can enjoy ice cream at ANY time of the year! If you think about it, an ice cream  
is actually quite a complex mix – it should be solid but also soft, and should stay 
that way while melting slowly. If you just put a batch of cream in the freezer, you  
would not end up with ice cream, but with a block of hard-frozen, solid cream.  
The reasons why we get soft, creamy ice cream is all about science!  
 

Most ice creams have five basic parts: 
– Ice crystals. These are created when the water in the mixture starts to freeze; they put the “ice” in “ice cream”, 
making it solid. The size of the ice crystals will decide how smooth or grainy the ice cream eventually turns out. 
Most people want smooth ice cream, so they try to keep the size of the ice crystals as small as possible. 
– Fat. Often butter (milk) fat, it adds richness, helps the ingredients to mix properly, keeps it smooth and 
improves the flavour. 
– Sweeteners. These can be different types – sugar, syrup or even honey, and they add the sweetness but they 
also improve the texture of the ice cream. Importantly though, sweeteners lower the freezing point of the mix, 
so the ice cream does not freeze rock-solid.  
– Air. The invisible (and cheapest) ingredient in ice cream. The tiny air cells whipped into the base mix are mainly 
responsible for the light and creaminess of ice cream.   
– Other solids. These might include flavourings, or even extra ingredients such as cookie crumble! Generally, 
more solids means less water in the ice cream, which means fewer large ice crystals, so a smoother ice cream. 
But, if you have too few solids, the ice cream can become too icy, so it’s all about science for how to get the 
perfect ice cream! Why not have a go here – use your speaking skills to direct an adult in how to make it! (let’s 
hope they have good listening skills!) 
 

Step 1: Beat the double cream using a whisk (electric ideally) until it holds its shape.  
 

Step 2: Keep beating on a lower speed and gradually pour in the condensed milk and  
vanilla extract, then slowly add the lemon zest and juice. Put the mixture in a shallow 
baking tin or container that will fit in your freezer. 
 

Step 3: Drop the jam all over the surface in little blobs using a teaspoon, then drag a  
skewer (or knife) through the blobs to spread it out a little.  
 

Step 4: Cover the container and put it in the freezer for at least 3 hrs. This is a soft-set ice  
cream, so you don’t need to take it out of the freezer too far ahead of serving. Will keep  
in the freezer for up to three months. 
  

You will need: 
- 600ml double cream 
- 395g can condensed milk 
- ½ tsp vanilla extract 
- ½ lemon , zested and juiced 
- 200g soft-set strawberry jam 

 

Which skills will I     
be developing?  
 



 

                                    Main        Additional  

            

You will need: 
- Paper, ruler, pencil, scissors 
- Colouring pencils, pens, etc. 
 

The international Day of Happiness is on 20th March in 2021, although you could always decide to declare ‘Our 
Home’s Day of Happiness’ or ‘Our School’s Day of Happiness’ on any day you like! This year in particular, the 
theme is ‘Keep calm, Stay wise, Be kind’. So here’s a challenge which will help you to develop your essential life 
skill of staying positive, in three ways. 
 

Keep Calm: There are lots of things outside our control, but we need to remember how to manage how these 
things make us feel. Let’s remember to take some time out, to breathe slowly and deeply and focus on what 
really matters so that when we’re ready, we can respond in the best way. 
 

Stay Wise: Making wise choices helps everyone. Let’s choose positive actions  
that support our wellbeing and help others to do the same. That’s wise  
choices around our behaviour, the food we eat, the activities we do, the way  
we spend our time. 
 

Be Kind: We’re all in this together, even when we’re not able to be together as 
 much as we’d like. Let’s stay connected and reach out to help others who may 
 be in need. By being positive and happy ourselves, it can help others to feel  
the same way too.  
 

Step 1: Draw and cut out an equilateral triangle (where all the sides are the  
same length) or use our template on the next page. Fold one point across the triangle until it touches the middle 
of the opposite line. Repeat with each of the three points until you have a smaller triangle.  
 

Step 2: Unfold the corners of paper (you should now have a small triangle in the centre, surrounded by three 
more small triangles). Turn the paper over and on outside corners, write ‘Be kind’, ‘Keep calm’ and ‘Stay wise’ 
(one on each triangle).  

 

Step 3: Turn your paper back over again. Draw a picture of yourself in the centre triangle (or stick a photo) 
where you are happy. Maybe it’s when you’re playing sports or dancing? Write ‘A Happy Me’ at the top of your 
picture. 
 

Step 4: In each of the three blank triangles, think of things that you could do to help you to ‘Be kind’, ‘Keep 
calm’, and ‘Stay wise’ and write or draw them. Have a look at our examples on the next few pages for some 
ideas. Then, next time you need to feel a bit happier, grab your happiness triangles and have a go at some of 
your ideas! 
 
Step 5:  
 
Step 6:  

 

Which skills will I     
be developing?  
 

Challenge: International 
Day of Happiness 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 



 

Challenge: I Count, We Count! 

                                    Main        Additional  

         

This challenge will help you learn all about the census, and then get  
you working as a team to carry out your own mini census and look at  
what the results tell you. 
 

The website www.letscount.org.uk can tell you lots more about the census, which is a count of all the people 
and households in England and Wales. It builds a snapshot of life, based on housing, facilities, jobs, transport, 
people’s ages and the languages spoken. The first census was held in 1801, and has been held every ten years 
since then (except in 1941 due to the Second World War). The last census was held on 27 March 2011. Because 
it asks the same questions about everyone at the same time, the census gives a detailed picture of the entire 
population. This makes it easy to compare life in different parts of England and Wales. Because it takes place 
every ten years, it makes it easy to see how life changes over time. Look at the info on the next page to see how 
the population (people who live in Sheffield) has changed since 1981! The next census happens in March 2021. 
 

The census matters to all of us because the information it gives allows central and local government (such as 
Sheffield City Council), businesses and charities to plan for the country’s vital services such as schools, housing, 
transport and healthcare. The census is also an important historical document because it allows us to see how 
life in the UK has changed over any period during the 200 plus years that it has recorded information. It shows us 
how living conditions, jobs and families have changed. That’s why it’s so important for all grown-ups to complete 
it! So, keep a look out for the census arriving, and help the adults in your home to complete it. 
 

Step 1: Gather your team (your family members or classmates) and start thinking  
about what questions you could ask others. Why do you need to know these things?  
What will you do with the results? For example, asking family members their  
favourite meals will help plan a menu of meals that everyone will like. Asking friends  
at school about their favourite after-school or lunchtime activity will help school to  
plan some activities which will be popular. Maybe you could ask people what their  
favourite healthy snack is? 
 

Step 2: Write your questions and think about how you’ll record the answers. Will you use a tally chart, a 
pictogram or just write down their answers? You could use our example on the next page. Will you need more 
than one copy so different team members can ask different people? Make sure you all ask different people so 
you don’t ‘double count’! Get counting! Complete your census then come back together to look at the results.  

 

Step 3: Make sure all the answers are put together. Look at the results – what do they tell you? Are they what 
you expected? How will you be able to use the results? Have a look at this video to learn more about the census: 
https://youtu.be/dlg5CRSskL4  
 
  

You will need: 
- Paper, pencil, colouring pencil, etc. 

Which skills will I     
be developing?  
 

 

http://www.letscount.org.uk/
https://youtu.be/dlg5CRSskL4
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Challenge: Simon Says… 

Main        Additional  
 
 

Here is a traditional game that you might have played before! It’s all about using your  
listening skills to follow instructions. You can play this anywhere, any time and you don’t  
need any equipment or resources – just a few other players and your excellent  
listening skills! Listening is a REALLY important skill to have, as you use this skill throughout your life. Ready? 
Let’s play… 
 
Step 1: Gather your players – 3 or more is perfect! They might be your family or your friends at school. Choose 
one person to be the leader. 
 
Step 2: The leader will be the person giving the instructions for the other players to follow. But listen carefully, as 
they will try to catch you out. Here are the rules… 
- If the leader says ‘Simon says….’ before the action, then the rest of the players MUST do the action 
e.g. ‘Simon says jump up and down’ 
-  If the leader simply says ‘Jump up and down’, you must IGNORE this action!  
e.g. ‘Jump up and down’ 
 
If any player does the wrong thing, they are out! The game continues until only one player is left in – they are 
the winner 
 
Step 3: Here’s an example of how the actions might go… 

1. Simon says…jump up and down 
2. Simon says…pat your head 
3. Simon says…hop on one leg 
4. Run on the spot 
5. Simon says…clap your hands 
6. Rub your hands together 
7. Simon says…run around 
8. Stand like a statue 

 
Step 4: Try swapping round the roles, so everyone has a chance to be the leader. After a few games, do you find 
your listening skills get better? Yes? That’s great! Why not play again in a few days and see what happens?! 
 

You will need: 
- A few other players! 

 

Which skills will I     
be developing?  
      



 

                                    Main        Additional  

         

Challenge: Composting! 
Composting is a great way to help the environment, and is all about  
taking our waste products and recycling them into compost – the  
earthy, soil stuff we can put on our gardens to help our flowers and  
plants grow. It’s full of goodness and nutrients, and best of all, it’s  
free!  So, here’s a challenge which will help you to develop your skills  
in aiming high, as well as showing you how to create your own  
composting bin at home! All you’ll need is a thick cardboard box (the  
ones which are used by markets and supermarkets to transport fruit and vegetables are perfect – why not ask 
if they have any spare?) 
 

• Step 1: Collect all kitchen scraps, weeds, leaves, newspaper, paper and plain cardboard over a week. Add a 
bit of each material at a time to the centre of the box, so they are mixing together. Wet and shred your 
newspapers and cardboard, and add them to the mix. 
 

• Step 2: When you’re finished, cover the pile with something to block out sunlight and prevent evaporation. 
Cardboard, hessian bags, old sheets or newspapers are all good choices. Continue collecting materials the 
following week. 
 

• Step 3: When you’re ready to add to your pile, first pull aside your covering, and dig a hole in the centre of 
the pile, where the previous material is breaking down. It should feel warm, and if you’ve got a good mix, it 
might even be hot. Put your fresh materials in the hole, shredding and mixing as you go, then cover the pile 
again. 
 

• Step 4: Once the bin is full, leave it to finish breaking down,  
checking once per week that it is still moist. The compost should  
be ready in about 3 months, so get yourself another cardboard  
bulk box and start a second bin while you wait! 
 
Step 5: Once your compost is ready for use, it should be nice  
and soft, not too wet or dry, and have a really ‘earthy’ smell.  
Why not pop a little of your compost in a yoghurt pot and plant  
a few little seeds in there (seeds from apples or tomatoes or  
sunflower seeds grow well!) to see what you can grow? 
 

 

 

 

 

You will need: 
- Cardboard box (as thick as possible)  
- All food scraps 
- Weeds and leaves 
- Newspapers, paper and plain cardboard 
- A bit of soil 
 
 

 

Which skills will I     
be developing?  
 


